Hierarchical folding free energy landscape of HP35 revealed by most probable path clustering.
Adopting extensive molecular dynamics simulations of villin headpiece protein (HP35) by Shaw and co-workers, a detailed theoretical analysis of the folding of HP35 is presented. The approach is based on the recently proposed most probable path algorithm which identifies the metastable states of the system, combined with dynamical coring of these states in order to obtain a consistent Markov state model. The method facilitates the construction of a dendrogram associated with the folding free-energy landscape of HP35, which reveals a hierarchical funnel structure and shows that the native state is rather a kinetic trap than a network hub. The energy landscape of HP35 consists of the entropic unfolded basin U, where the prestructuring of the protein takes place, the intermediate basin I, which is connected to U via the rate-limiting U → I transition state reflecting the formation of helix-1, and the native basin N, containing a state close to the NMR structure and a native-like state that exhibits enhanced fluctuations of helix-3. The model is in line with recent experimental observations that the intermediate and native states differ mostly in their dynamics (locked vs unlocked states). Employing dihedral angle principal component analysis, subdiffusive motion on a multidimensional free-energy surface is found.